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t. DEVOlliTION .. 'illY SOLUTION 

SEC?J~]J{Y OF S'rATE: 

1. Under the umbrella of the Future Policy Group, Northern Ireland Pennanent 

Secretaries have been considering what contribution they might make, in the 

context of the forthcomin g political discussions, to thiruc~~g about the future 

pattern of government in Northern Ireland. 

2. There was general agreement tha t the choice would be between -

some form of devolution (that is to say, a solution retaining a real 

measure of executive and l aw - making powers for Northern Ire'land 

institut"ions)' and some fom of integration (under which powers 
) . " 

retained in Northern Ireland would be of nothing more than a loca l 

government character). 

3. There was no unanimity amongst our number as to which would be the better choice 

and indeed we were all cons cious that the ultimate choice will depend upon vlhat the 

political intere sts of Northern Ireland are willing to work and the United Ki.ngdom 

Parliament to enact. Accordingly, in submitting the attached Pe.per, we are not 

to be taken as positively recommending that the solution should be devolutionary 

but - as paragraph 1 points out - reviewing the possibilities of an approach which 

clearly commends a ' good deal of' support from various interests. rie hope to let 

you have some views on the integration approach in the fairly near future. 

4. The attached Paper is the outcome of a number of meetings of the J:1'?G. Even 

wI thin the context of devolution, not all of our members supported in full ea ch 

of these suggestions. !lTevertheless, we felt it would be more helpful to you to 

submit the consensus outlines of a coherent scheme , whose diffe rent elements 

mesh together, t han to produce a discursive review of various possible options. 

5. As a body we would welcome very much an opportunity to discuss the se problems 

with you. 
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